USER NOTICE

- Do not exceed the maximum specified load capacity (see specifications at www.BenroUSA.com).
- Always ensure that Leg and Head Locks are tightly engaged before mounting any gear on your Tripod.
- Always clean and dry any Tripod after it has been exposed to wet, dusty, sandy or salty conditions. Your Tripod is not recommended for use in salt water. If required, clean tripod using a mild soap solution applied with a soft cloth, rinse with fresh water and dry with soft towel. Remove any dust, dirt or sand from all Leg Locks, Leg Sections and all moving parts.
- Do not leave any Tripod in the sun for prolonged periods and avoid high temperature exposure.
- Avoid leaving any Tripod or Monopod unattended in areas where people could trip over the gear and get hurt.
- Remove camera, lens, and all gear from any tripod when transporting.
- For your safety, don’t let your Benro gear come in contact with any electrical power source.

Operating Instructions

Thank you for making Benro your choice for professional photographic equipment. Your Benro gear is manufactured to provide years of dependable service. In order to obtain optimum satisfaction and performance, we suggest that you carefully read these instructions.
Pan Drag/Lock Lever provides both Drag and Locking control of horizontal head movement.

Tilt Drag/Lock lever provides both Drag and Locking control of vertical head movement.

Pan Arm can be removed and positioned on opposite side of head. An optional Pan Arm can also be mounted to provide dual control.

Loosen Pan Arm Locking Lever and raise Arm to comfortable position, then re-lock.

Loosen Quick Release Plate Lock Lever and press the QR Safety Button to allow QR Plate to be removed. Attach Plate to bottom of Camera using Mounting Screw then slide back on to Head. Slide and position for best balance and tighten QR Plate Lock Lever.

Loosen Head Lock Handle and pivot Head in Bowl of Tripod until it is level, then tighten.

Pan Drag/Lock Lever provides both Drag and Locking control of horizontal head movement.

Tilt Drag/Lock lever provides both Drag and Locking control of vertical head movement.

Pull Tab on circular Locking Clip, then spread Legs to full open position.

Flip Leg Lock Levers down and slide Leg sections to adjust height. Flip Levers up to lock.

Rotate Rubber Foot clockwise to expose Spikes for outdoor use. Use Rubber Feet indoors.

Loosen Pan Arm Locking Lever and raise Arm to comfortable position, then re-lock.

Loosen Quick Release Plate Lock Lever and press the QR Safety Button to allow QR Plate to be removed. Attach Plate to bottom of Camera using Mounting Screw then slide back on to Head. Slide and position for best balance and tighten QR Plate Lock Lever.

Loosen Head Lock Handle and pivot Head in Bowl of Tripod until it is level, then tighten.

Pan Drag/Lock Lever provides both Drag and Locking control of horizontal head movement.

Tilt Drag/Lock lever provides both Drag and Locking control of vertical head movement.

Pull Tab on circular Locking Clip, then spread Legs to full open position.

Flip Leg Lock Levers down and slide Leg sections to adjust height. Flip Levers up to lock.

Rotate Rubber Foot clockwise to expose Spikes for outdoor use. Use Rubber Feet indoors.

Loosen Pan Arm Locking Lever and raise Arm to comfortable position, then re-lock.

Loosen Quick Release Plate Lock Lever and press the QR Safety Button to allow QR Plate to be removed. Attach Plate to bottom of Camera using Mounting Screw then slide back on to Head. Slide and position for best balance and tighten QR Plate Lock Lever.

Loosen Head Lock Handle and pivot Head in Bowl of Tripod until it is level, then tighten.

Pan Drag/Lock Lever provides both Drag and Locking control of horizontal head movement.

Tilt Drag/Lock lever provides both Drag and Locking control of vertical head movement.

Pan Arm can be removed and positioned on opposite side of head. An optional Pan Arm can also be mounted to provide dual control.